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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A non-profit organization in form of association 'Safe Cultural Heritage’
was founded in 2020 to establish a new approach towards protection
of cultural properties by bringing the message that geographical
differences should not threaten one of the cultural heritage sites which
are our shared global heritage. Through our online platform we raise
public awareness about destruction of cultural sites and build an
international community of committed and dedicated people who can
spread our mission globally.
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The issue of protecting Cultural Heritage was presented globally with Hague Convention (and its two protocols) of
Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict of 1954 in response to the systematic pillage of cultural property of
the occupied territories during World War II. Later, a number of guarantees under international human rights law are
relevant to the protection of cultural property in armed conflict. The most generally applicable is article 15(1)(a) of the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1966, which guarantees to everyone the right to
take part in cultural life. In 2009, UNESCO promoted a seminar ‘The regime of international protection of cultural
property in the event of armed conflict’, which marked the 10th anniversary of the 1999 Second Protocol to the 1954
Hague Convention. This seminar was aimed at promoting knowledge of the international rules on the protection of
cultural property in armed conflict, as well as at sharing information and facilitating the exchange of practices among
civilian and military actors. Nowadays, UNESCO mentioned in the list of heritages in danger 53 sites worldwide. One of
the reasons of possible loss of these heritage sites are armed conflicts. UNESCO listed sites at risk such as Cultural
Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley, Minaret and Archaeological Remains of Jam,
Afghanistan; Ashur, Hatra, Samarra city in Iraq; Cyrene, Leptis Magna, Sabratha, old town of Ghademès, Rock-Art sites
of Tadrart Acacus in Libya; Aleppo, Bosra, Damascus, ancient village of Nothern Syria, Crac des Chevaliers and Qal’at
Salah El-Din, Palmyra in Syria. All the mentioned heritage sites are in the Middle East.

The idea of creating an association to protect cultural heritage and establish a new approach in the people’s minds
about how it is important to protect our identity came in January 2020 right away after tweet of the President Trump
where he threatened to attack 52 Iranian Cultural sites when the tensions between USA and Iran were on the verge.
Two cultural managers from Russia and Iran thought that this is the time not to experience and repeat our
unfortunate occurrence about what happened not so long ago in Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan for cultural sites in war
time when we lost thousand years of history, legacy, identity and cultural properties. In fact, lack of any powerful and
international community to condemn, criticize and blame such a statement toward cultural heritage of a country
made us determined to become the voice of a united and global community in which the issue of protection of World
Heritage is the first and top purpose.

This cultural project follows the methodology of cultural relativism. The idea of cultural relativism, establishing by
anthropologist Franz Boas in the first few decades of the 20th century, rejects cultural center and peripheries and
claims equality for all cultures. We implement cultural relativist ideas through the prism of cultural heritage
protection.

Our story
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It is obvious that the Middle Eastern region is a tense place actively suffered from wars and political and armed conflicts for
almost 20 years (however, the history of world fighting for sphere of interests in the Middle East goes back at least to the XIX
century). From human destructive activity, cultural heritage sites become Victims (as it was proclaimed in 1977 Additional
Protocol to the 1949 Geneva Convention).

The recent destructions in Syria of Mosque of the Prophet Yunus in Mosul in 2014, Ashshurnatsirapal II Palace in Nimrud in
March 2015, Temple of Bel in Palmyra in August 2015, the monumental arch in Palmyra in October 2015, and, unfortunately,
many other historical and cultural sites and objects were blown up, looted or were subjected to different forms of vandalism.
Disrespectful attitude towards our human history and culture is a violation of moral rights. Not only Syria and the Middle
East lost its history and culture but all of us.

The tensions between the USA and Iran appeared in the beginning of the 2020 has warned us that again another threat to a
cultural site is possible and this is what always can be happened for any country in any conflict. Through our activities, we
bring this message to the World that none of cultural heritage sites does not deserve to be damaged or destroyed by political
and military conflicts.

We want to prevent any possible human destructive actions in the future all around the world towards cultural property and
instill people that everyone is responsible for protecting cultural heritage by raising awareness about this issue. 

Cultural heritage has universal value. It is our common duty to protect it and preserve for future generations.

‘People engaged in the cultural sector are real ambassadors, they take up culture, not weapon’
Iranian Ambassador in Moscow Kazem Jalali

Co-founders of the ´Safe Cultural Heritage´association are two determined cultural managers Ehsan and Klaudia from Iran
and Russia. They hope that, by implementing an international project and by involving many universities and entities all
around the world, the protection our history and origin will be provided.
The team strongly believes that destruction of cultural heritages is destruction of our history because they are symbols of
our past, hence, we all need to protect and save cultural properties which are our identity.

"When I saw my cultural properties

are being threatened by a possible

armed conflict, I felt a personal need

to stand up against this threat as a

cultural manager".

"́For a historian who has always been

fascinated by glorious historical

monuments, It hurts me to see how we

ruin our history. I had to express my

opposition by developing this project".

Klaudia Chzhu (Russia)
Arts and Cultural Manager
Secretary & Coordinator

Case for Support
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Team

Ehsan Nematollahi (Iran)
Arts and Cultural Manager
President & Planner



 MISSION
We organ ize  an  act ive  communi ty  to  draw g loba l  a t tent ion  to  the  respons ib i l i ty
of  protect ing ,  promot ing  and  preserv ing  our  cu l tura l  her i tage  in  an  unstab le
s i tuat ion  or  mi l i tary  armed conf l ic ts  by  var ious  on l ine  act iv i t ies .  Our
communi ty  constant ly  endeavor  to  ra ise  pub l ic  awareness  to :

OBJECTIVES 
2020: 10 partnerships with universities established, 3
partnerships with organizations established, UNESCO logo
received,  minimum 2 grants received
2021: Website launched, system of membership implemented,
20 partnerships with universities established, 6 partnerships
with organizations established, ICCROM logo received,
products (activities) designed and part of them offered, 
minimum 50,000 view pages received, 1 sponsorship contract
signed
2022: 30 partnerships with universities established, 10
partnerships with organizations established, 2 sponsorship
contracts signed, minimum 100,000 view pages received

VISION
To  have  ‘Safe  Cu l tura l  Her i tage ’  through  a  g loba l  communi ty  o f  un ivers i t ies ,  ind iv idua ls  and
ent i t ies  engaged  and  committed  to  avo id  per i l  fac ing  cu l tura l  her i tage  s i tes  that  be long  to
our  shared  humani ty

Broaden territory coverage
Develop and offer VR cultural routes, VR masks activities,
exhibitions
Build cultural guards to protect cultural properties at risk

LONG-TERM GOALS

Build partnership with universities
Strengthen visibility
Search for sponsorship and funding
Launch membership system
Build a community of like-minded individuals &
organizations that would like to participate in our activities
Develop links with territories that are in peril

SHORT-TERM GOALS  

tang ib le  Cu l tura l  Her i tage
in  t imes  o f  geopo l i t ica l
and  armed conf l ic ts  and
prevent  them f rom the i r
poss ib le  destruct ion  and
contr ibute  to  the  Wor ld
Her i tage  movement

PROMOTE  

the  s ign i f icance  and  va lue
of  Cu l tura l  Her i tage  in
peop le ’ s  l i ves  by  user
engagement ,  educat iona l
& enter ta in ing  act iv i t ies

          PRESERVE  

Cu l tura l  Her i tage  for
next  generat ions  through
chang ing  peop le ´s
at t i tude  towards  i t s
importance

VALUES
Educat ion  /  Connect ion  /  Engagement  /  Innovat ion

/  Cu l tura l  D ivers i ty  /  Peace  & Safeguard
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Our message and focus of the activity is to raise public awareness to prevent future losses. We believe that the loss of
precious structures can be frustrating and irritating for all citizens; and we try to awaken the sense of responsibility
among people sometimes in provocative form because destruction of one cultural site is not destruction of a normal
building, this is identity and history of million peoples who are not aware of consequences of this collapse.
We do the mission of creating a global community of concerned people by: 
1. Giving a space for academics to distribute their work on our website and discuss together topical issues;
2. Offering to public users virtual cultural routes about heritage sites at risk.
All we want to say is that cultural heritage is global heritage and everyone is responsible for protecting it.

We are experiencing one of the toughest and challenging periods in history for cultural heritage in some parts of the Middle East and
North Africa that have been witnessed huge devastation, including the desecration and destruction of temples, shrines, cities and
monuments. On the first phase of activity, ‘Safe Cultural Heritage’ focuses on the 5 Middle Eastern countries referring to the fact that
this region in general has thousand years of history that represent in tangible cultural heritage in which always potential for wars and
conflicts is high. in comparison to other zones in the Middle East, there are 5 countries with the highest possible war risks which
according to UNESCO cultural heritage list respectively Iran with 24 sites, Iraq with 6, Syria with 6, Lebanon and Libya both with 5 are
the primary zones that we are focusing to preserve them.  In our activities, given the intended country, we involve universities,
entities, individuals, etc. for virtual cultural route about UNESCO heritage sites and other monuments which are not included in
UNESCO list. We will establish contact with university of those countries with Western and American universities for cooperation to
actively prevent from any damage to those cultural properties. 
In the following years, ‘Safe Cultural Heritage’ will include cultural property of Eastern Europe, North and South Africa. 5
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FOR ACADEMIСS: competitions with awards, online
conferences and meetings, publishing articles
Benefits: We give professionals (professors and
students) a space for sharing their work,
communication and contribution to the cultural
heritage issue

EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR PUBLIC
USERS: virtual cultural routes, tutorials, virtual
exhibitions
Impact: With our virtual activities users will be aware
about cultural heritage destruction issue and the
importance of them

SOCIAL IMPACT ACTIVITY: peace campaign against
war and destructive consequences for cultural
heritage sites
Impact: We have an intention to secure visible and
practical results of activity of our community through
online petition for UNESCO in order show a huge
opposition against war that impact on heritage

Our main activity for the public users will be virtual
cultural routes. It is interactive routes using VR
technology, traditional music to give the
authenticity to the journey and audio support (voice
support). For the first cultural route we provide
Iranian heritage sites to show users its rich history
of one of the target countries at risk. We invite
users to experience history and culture of 2500
years through visiting virtually main sites of Iranian
cultural property. We propose 5 locations as in the
examples below:

´Safe Cultural Heritage´ builds on its website an international community of committed people and bodies who are
involved in protection of cultural heritages through different activities and programs. Our digital tools and resourses
can be used by both academics and general public.

The main activity for universities - professors and
students - are world competitions dedicated to the
protecting cultural heritage issue with variety of actual
topics. In the end of the competition, the ceremony will
be provided by awarding certificates of Safe Cultural
Heritage

Additional activity: online shopping, advertising
local businesses which offer goods related to heritage
Employment: announcements about hiring
volunteers for Cultural Heritage activities, internship
and Traineeship, job offers

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
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MAIN ACTIVITIES

VIRTUAL CULTURAL ROUTES

COMPETITIONS WITH AWARDS

For more information about activities see Annex, pp. 2-7.

Persepolis

Arg-é Bam 

Bisotun

Band-e- Kaisar

Sheikh Safi Mosque 



Summary of PESTEL Conclusions
Pestel was made on ´Safe Cultural Heritage´ project with identifying tendencies that are important for our
activity as we do not belong to any concrete country/city, we are international community based online.
Regarding political aspect, we recognize that unfortunately our world is always witness home or foreign
tensions that lead to destructive result for cultural heritage sites. In this connection, international community we
build on our website will spread the message about the importance of cultural heritage as our shared humanity.
To be sustainable, we introduce multilevel membership system for individuals, universities, businesses, etc. As
an option, we can advertise local businesses as well as travel agencies to contribute to tourism that has
affected by Covid-19 and inspire people to explore heritage sites applying user engagement strategy.
Appearance and spreading worldwide Covid-19 was the cause of closing cultural institutions, they went in online
reality and in order to continue to keep connection with the audience, they offered many online experiences
such as zoom meetings, courses, VR exhibitions and tours, video games, etc. ´Safe Cultural Heritage´ analyzed this
experience and went to the conclusion that digital engagement is booming and people are attracted by online
activities. However, in 3-4 years after starting our activity we plan to provide physical activities as well such as
conferences, VR masks events, prepared exhibitions. Legal status of ´Safe Cultural Heritage´ is a community
registered as an association in Barcelona as a dynamic and cultural city.

Summary of SWOT Conclusions

The main strength of our project is its online platform Appearance and spread of Covid-19 in the beginning of
2020 proved that online is a reliable and accessible platform. Another strength is in our activity: we help to
disseminate worldwide academic´s works on protecting cultural heritage as well as we educate people through
entertainment. We are a mediator in the chain of cultural heritage – academics – our association – general
public. The idea of building global community brings international value that all people are invited to protect
our shared humanity. Last but not least, we are aligned with UNESCO mission. 
Our opportunities are contributing to tourism industry that badly affected by Covid-19 and quarantine
period. Also, we can instill the sense of responsibility for young generation that everyone is responsible for
protecting heritage sites from human destructive activity. And finally, we believe that through our activity, we
can influence on public opinion and change it, it is considered a big social impact.
However, we recognize that our project is complex and life-long work and we are ready to dedicate our time to
develop it and cover not only the Middle East but other regions and areas. And in order to get wide public and
financial support, we need to explain people the importance of the issue of cultural heritage protection.
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See SWOT &  PESTEL tables and its full  conclusions in Annex, pp. 22-24.

BUSINESS ANALYSIS
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For the virtual cultural route in Syria, our Amassador will be Khaled Barakeh.

Khaled Barakeh is a Berlin-based Syrian artist and cultural activist whose
work often revolves around power structures in context of identity, culture
and history. Khaled is founder of Co-Culture through which he manages
several initiatives, such as SYRIA Cultural Index and the Syrian Biennial,
focused on addressing different facets of the challenges faced by displaced
cultural producers in the Middle East, Europe and beyond. He discusses how to
preserve culture, heritage in the face of mass migration and conflict.

There are many organizations working to protect cultural heritage and have similar goals like us. Also, as we have non-
governmental and non-profit status, we do not have direct competitors, in opposite, we can collaborate and sign
partnership with other organizations. We should identify two markets we are involved in: online platforms  (campaigns
and projects) related to cultural heritage protection such as #Unite4Heritage, OurPlace, ACHCO, CHV, ASOR. With these
organizations and projects we are going to partnering to promote on our website their activity as well as contributing to
their content development by attracting universities from our global community (universities involvement is explained on
page 10). Another market are online platforms related to digitalized heritage in general (tangible and intangible). Since we
are considered to be a high-quality platform, we provide some examples to demonstrate the quality of successful existing
projects. Thus, there is no shortage of examples of organizations which work with the same value but only a few doing
entertaining activity such as virtual cultural routes. 

For the first virtual cultural route about Iranian heritage we attract Shirin
Neshat, an Iranian artist who express in her art works philosophical issues
such as East and West, antiquity and contemporaneity. Her vision and
mission are aligned with ours and by her contribution we want to make a
bridge between Europe, America and Middle East. 

#NEWPALMYRA
#Unite4Heritage

UNESCO Campaign

ACHCO

“Art is our weapon. Culture is a form of
resistance.”

See full market analysis in Annex, pp. 25-27.

Ambassadors
Shirin
Neshat

Khaled 
Barakeh

Visual artist, video director
and photographer

Conceptual artist
Cultural activist

Online platforms related to cultural heritage protection Online platforms related to digitalized heritage 

Each project has its Ambassador - a famous person, artist, celebrity or influencer -
who relates work as a brand to promote an intended project. Our Ambassadors are:

MARKET ANALYSIS

Our UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION is offering a high-quality platform for academics and public users,
and giving all users a community for protecting cultural heritage.



INDIVIDUALS see virtual cultural routes and other
activities: it can be anybody who has sense of
responsibility to protect cultural heritage as World
heritage. They can contribute to the community by
engaging in our website, distributing our informative and
educational posts and activities, reporting the problems,
sharing the petitions in times of war. If they want to be
an official part of the global community, we offer them
to purchase membership. In return, they will be get tools
to raise awareness about cultural heritage destruction
issue through having an access to all services, being
visitors in conferences, watch online tutorial short
courses with certificates. Membership fee: €30 to €100
per year.

UNIVERSITIES:  We invite to participate in our
community European and US as well as local universities
whose cultural heritage territory is at risk. We engage
universities in our activity through the system of
membership: we give them high quality digital platform
where they can talk about the work they are doing. We
organize competitions with awards, publishing on our
website their articles about cultural heritage, offering
them a participation in conferences, meetings and
providing a network. Professors and students provides us
with the research and content for the virtual cultural
routes and other activities. Membership fee: €1000 per
year.

SCHOOLS: We provide informative online classes (with
cooperation of universities’ professors of cultural
heritage) with interesting short courses about
importance of protection of cultural heritages, videos
and videogames. By our activity, we inspire young
generation and instill the sense of responsibility for
preservation of cultural heritage in the future. In
exchange, schools will pay membership fee: €500 per
year.

LOCAL AND REGIONAL AUTHORITIES: They are
interested in joint contribution to the promotion of their
cultural heritage sites and bringing awareness about
current situation. We tell the story within the territory
that is why authority engagement is an important
aspect. We give visibility to the heritage sites that
people might never know before as well as contributing
to tourism industry. Membership fee: €3,000 per year
with an initial joining fee of €5,000.

CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION

9See more about customer segmentation in Annex, pp. 28-29.



We intend to build a global network of universities, especially, from Europe and the USA in order to raise public
awareness about the cultural heritage destruction issue among Europeans and Americans. Universities will be our
community members. The reason why university should join us is to contribute not only to the local development but to
be a part of something bigger – global issue such as destruction of cultural heritage sites can be more visible with our
integrated collaborations. The world can see what professors and students are doing towards protecting cultural
heritage. We connect with universities and creating a space for networking and sharing works to try to solve this
problem together as well as popularization of this topical issue. We are mostly looking for universities which have
departments of Middle Eastern studies, such as Harvard University, Oxford University, Berkely University in California,
Leiden University, University of Edinburgh, University of Chicago, University of Leeds, and many others.

To participate in our activities, we launch a system of membership. Membership system is a main financial
source for ´Safe Cultural Heritage´. We develop multilevel membership: for individuals, for educational entities, for
businesses, for local and regional institutions and for organizations that have or want to have an active role in heritage
protection. These categories have different prices, conditions and packages of services. Here, we just explain briefly
universities involevement and other categories and related information can be seen in Annex, pp.8.
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We invite universities or individuals of academic
environments to work in our scientific committee or
to be our Ambassadors with signing an agreement.

Our potential academics may be:

UNIVERSITIES INVOLVEMENT

MEMBERSHIP SYSTEM

Gabrielle van den Berg
Professor Cultural History of Iran and

Central Asia

Elena Paskaleva
University Lecturer Critical Heritage

Studies of Asia and Europe For more templates of agreements, see Annex pp 12-21.

Emily Gottreich
Adjunt Professor of History and

Global Studies; Chair, CMES



The message of Safe Cultural Heritage if can be understood
well is for all people around the world, however only few
percent of people tend to participate or contribute to share
and distribute our message. In this way, of course there are
people who passionately understand our mission and sincerely
support us to safeguard our heritage which are our identity
and origin. Among these people, there are actors and
actresses, athletes, cultural lovers, activists, influencers who
generously share our mission by their followers and friends to
make this project happen in an effective manner. Therefore,
passion plays a prominent role in Safe Cultural Heritage and
without this our mission fails to reach its bright vision.

people have the vital and different roles to play in the
production, marketing, distribution, and delivery of the
slogan "FOR ALL AGES". Communities are consisted of
different groups of people sharing their beliefs and
interests. In human communities, people tend to
protect their legacies and to strive to protect their
valuable history, therefor many people such as
students, professors, influencers, activists and cultural
lovers are at the forefront of a global community
which constantly preserve and protect the history that
tell us where we come from and what our ansectors
did in the past in our land.

Services include seminars and webinars, virtual cultural
routes, tours, exhibitions, talks, tutorial etc. Also, we
have grand competitions about Cultural Heritage for
members/students of cultural institutions, universities,
libraries, museums, cultural centers.

11

Service
(Product)

Parts of our activities such as photo galleries, news,
general information, online games, shopping etc. are free
of charge. However, prices for other services such as
online tours, tutorial sessions, Competitions, Bank of
articles etc. are established by the membership options
the bodies or individuals select. ‘Safe Cultural Heritage’
signs contracts (MOU) with members and distribute it on
www.safeculturalheritahe.org website. Based on these
MOU they can use services and information on the
website during the year.

Price

People Passion

The main place where all members meet us and will be
gathered is   www.safeculturalheritage.org. All the
activities will be provided on the website of the
community. The most secure place to be permanently
accessible and visible is on internet and hence website
of SCH is constantly getting improved and updated to be
fast and clear as much as we can to spread our message.

Place

Communication actions must receive special attention to
achieve the objectives that we propose when we try to
position a cultural destination, activate a heritage,
promote a historical site. It is necessary to spread a
singular image and it has to be transmitted to the right
target audience by appropriate information.

Promotion6
P

MARKETING 
MIX
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For more information, see Annex, pp. 30-33.

MARKETING & 
COMMUNICATION



This project is aiming to reach European
and American audiences, in this regard,
communication is a key aspect. We will
choose strategies in accordance with
values and interests of European and
American audiences for our website and
activities. We will be in touch with our
audiences first from our website, second
through universities and finally, through
social media. We will also have constant
relationships with our Ambassadors to
promote our project due to their world
popularity and large amount of followers
who are impacted by them.

12

Communication Channels

Frequency of Actions

Principal Partners

Communication strategy

For more information, see Annex, pp. 34-37.



We give initial examples of how our website should be launched. The website may have 7 pages: home, who are we, for academics, cultural routes, support
us, online shop, and contact us. On the first page, we want to see the powerful contrasted picture of the cultural heritage of the county with rich history
and culture whose sites are at risk to be damaged or destroyed. Music accompany is preferable. On the second page ´who are we´, we want to see our
statement, vision, mission and values. Motion pictures are preferable. On the third page ´for academics´, we want to see all the information about activities
we provide for them in separate bottom where they can click on what they choose to participate. In the end of all the activities, they will be transferred to
the membership page. On the forth page that can be named as ´cultural routes´, we want to see our virtual cultural routes and other virtual activities for
users in separated sections. On the fifth page ´become a member´, we want to see different options of membership: 1. individual experts, 2. universities,
research, innovation center and/or knowledge institutions, 3. business members, 4. regional or local public institutions/intergovernmental or international
bodies. On the sixth page ´online shop´, advertisement of the local businesses´ culture-oriented goods will be presented. Products will be divided into
different categories according to their functionality. On the seventh page ´contact us´, we will ask our users to share their thoughts, suggestions, criticism
and any other kind of comments to help us to improve the website. 
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WEBSITE MOCKUP
Online Platform WWW.SAFECULTURALHERITAGE.ORG

See instruction in Annex, p. 40.



RISK
MITIGATION

PLAN

14For more information about Risk Mitigation Plan, see Annex, pp. 41-42.

OPERATIONAL
TIMELINE

2020-2022



 DAILY ACTION PLAN, 15.07.2020-31.12.2020
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The core of the association is a board of Secretary, President and Treasurer. Also, scientific committee
will consist of 3 honored professors (with two-year period) who will give us the scientific content,
direction, representation, and provide us with the expertise and consultancies. At the first phase, staff
consists of one hired full-day cultural manager (cultural management graduate) and freelance contractors
who work per project, they may be President and Secretary. 
Last but not least, the association will provide with university internship for students (agreement based on
universtities-members) and volunteer places for all who wants to contribute to our activities. 
Remunerated positions: treasurer, 3 honored professors, 1 cultural manager and 2 freelance contractors. 
Total: 7 persons with total amount of salary starting with 2021: €20.000 and for 2022: €30.000.

PROJECTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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MANAGERIAL STRUCTURE

HR PLAN
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Due to nature of cultural non-profit associations,  there
are numerous types of grants and financial aid to form
initial budget in order to run an association. Here we only
mentioned two organizations as suppliers of primary
funding. Figures of the budgets are calculated to be
launched in Barcelona and because we work  online all the
expenditures have been examined and found according to
similar businesses and organizations.
For the first year, we need €20,000 to start our journey and for the next years, as table indicates, we can afford to
move forward slowly and steadily based on the estimation we have done.

BUDGET



Firstly, we assume that revenue from membership
will be approximately 60% of total revenue. 
2020: Apply for grants and receive at least €18,000
to start our association
2021: Receive €20,000 from membership system, at
least €12,000 from advertising, sponsorship, small
donations
2022:  Raise membership income up to €35,000 and
€13,000 from advertising, sponsorship and small
donations.

2020 2021 2022 2023

€75K 

€50K 

€25K 

€0K 

Break-Even Analysis

The biggest asset of our association is that we work online
and consequently we are not required to pay the fees of
similar organizations those work physically. It brings the
notable reduction in all expenditures in a way that we are
not obliged to pay, for example, for rent, electricity, office
equipment, security, etc. 
Our main costs refer to salaries, productions such as videos
and photographs and Ads. 

When will we break even? Once our sales and revenues
equal our fixed and variable costs, we have reached the
break-even point, and the SCH will report a net profit or
loss of €0. Any sales beyond that point contribute to our net
profit. According to assumptions and background research,
if we only afford to pay the salaries and maintenance fee of
website which is the main costs of SCH,  we are capable of
reaching break even in €17,640 (2020), €21,000 (2021)
and €31,000 (2022) to pay the salaries and keep the web
page up. This amount will be accessible in the first year
(2020) if we receive  €18,000 primary source and if we
receive only  €10,000 for the first year, in the first six
months of 2021 we can reach Break Even Point.
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Revenue (Plan A)
Revenue (Plan B)
Costs

Main Costs Financial Goals

For more information, see Annex, pp. 34.
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Safe Cultural Heritage aspires to be a leader in non-profit
associations working in the sphere of culture in a sustainable
way. We are committed to a valuable and precious vision as a
business partner, a tutor, an employer, a community member
and a value creator for stakeholders. By thinking and acting
sustainably, we will deliver excellent cultural and educational
services as well as reasonable financial results to position the
company for a strong future.

The social contribution of SCH to sustainable development
consists of building new attitude with the community and
particular groups of people so as to stimulate intercultural
understanding and acceptance, social cohesion, and a sense of
belonging. Furthermore, improving the responsible attitude
toward cultural properties’ importance, a socially responsible
association with protective perspective, is more attractive to
community members and tourists. This can lead to an
increase in the financial resources and the cultural properties
manage to attract various sources (visitors, governments,
donors, and sponsors). 

As a result of this financial support, the cultural sites can
successfully fulfill its primary mission of protecting,
enriching, preserving, and promotion. Therefore, we can state
that a positive connection exists between cultural
sustainability and raising public awareness about the
significance of cultural properties to the public.

At SCH, sustainability is the way we manage and operate our
association to best serve our community, culture,  care for the
public engagement, secure profits and drive long-term
prosperity for both our association and those sites.

Sustainability is our approach that ensures protection,
attention, efficiency and responsibility in a manner that
guarantees SCH’s vision, staff, communities, stakeholders and
the environment, now and forever. Our daily operations align
mission performance with a commitment to environmental,
cultural, social and community engagement.

SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT



 Do you know which cultural heritage sites in the world right now at risk to be damaged or destroyed by human
destructive activity?
 Have you taken any initiative to protect cultural heritage in times of war?
 Are you aware about the consequences of devastation of cultural heritage sites by armed conflicts?

 Have you learned about the importance of protecting cultural heritage from this website?
 Would you advise this website to your family and friends?
 Would you like to become our member to protect cultural heritage together?

The activities of our website are aiming to educate general public about the cultural heritage protection issue and
alarm them about possible future losses. We assume that the issue of cultural heritage destruction is not a popular
issue among people comparing to gender equality, human rights, ecology.  In this connection, we want to offer all
users entering to our website a questionnaire of 3 closed questions in order to evaluate people´s attitude
before visiting our website: 

1.

2.
3.

After watching virtual cultural routes or any other activities, we will also offer users 3 closed questions
to evaluate if and how website has changed people´s attitude and raised awareness: 

1.
2.
3.

Each month we will study the results and evaluate the impact that website has made on general public.

We have the term ´Evaluation and Impact´ which is used to consist routine monitoring and the different forms of evaluation
such as process, results and impact. Routine monitoring and assessing the results measure how well a program is efficient
and effective to achieve the desired objectives. In Safe Cultural Heritage, evaluation is vital part of the activity because due
to the nature of our association which is informative, these results are used for decision making about whether and how to
modify programs, change the policies or how to plan future programs. By contrast, impact assessment relates to whether
desired changes occur and whether those changes can be attributed to the program itself. More detailed information about
how we would deal with this crucial part is outlined in the table below.

20For more information, see Annex, pp. 43-44.

EVALUATION & IMPACT
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